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Abstract

The ParlaMint corpus is a multilingual corpus consisting of the parliamentary debates of seventeen European countries over a span of roughly five years. The automatically annotated versions of these corpora provide us with a wealth of linguistic information, including Named Entities. In order to further increase the research opportunities that can be created with this corpus, the linking of Named Entities to a knowledge base is a crucial step. If this can be done successfully and accurately, a lot of additional information can be gathered from the entities, such as political stance and party affiliation, not only within countries but also between the parliaments of different countries. However, due to the nature of the ParlaMint dataset, this entity linking task is challenging. In this paper, we investigate the task of linking entities from ParlaMint in different languages to a knowledge base, and evaluating the performance of three entity linking methods. We will be using DBpedia spotlight, WikiData and YAGO as the entity linking tools, and evaluate them on local politicians from several countries. We discuss two problems that arise with the entity linking in the ParlaMint corpus, namely inflection, and aliasing or the existence of name variants in text. This paper provides a first baseline on entity linking performance on multiple multilingual parliamentary debates, describes the problems that occur when attempting to link entities in ParlaMint, and makes a first attempt at tackling the aforementioned problems with existing methods.
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1. Introduction

The ParlaMint corpus was created by CLARIN in order to facilitate multilingual research on parliamentary proceedings, with the original project concerning four countries, which was later increased to seventeen countries and counting (Erjavec et al., 2021). The goal of the ParlaMint project is the unification of parliamentary debates across European countries, facilitating research of these documents by researchers across various disciplines. The ParlaMint subcorpora consist of both 'plain text' and annotated versions, with the annotated versions containing automatically annotated Part-of-Speech tags, lemmas, Named Entities, as well as a variety of other linguistic features. These Named Entities can be of particular interest to researchers, as they provide them with a landscape of actors and objects present in the dataset, as well as the relationships between these entities.

Although a wide variety of entity linkers is available today, the case of linking Named Entities in the ParlaMint corpus to an existing knowledge base is of a different nature than most other Entity Linking (EL) tasks. Not only are the entities in four different alphabets, some languages lack solid coverage by the EL systems, and many countries have different morphologies and are rich in inflections. Moreover, we are dealing with real world data, and as such some of the entities might be misspelled or ambiguous, or strings that are not a Named Entity are mistakenly tagged as Named Entity. Such mistakes mostly consist of strings being tagged that are too generic, for example 'Mr Speaker', complicating the linking process, or entities being tagged with the incorrect entity type. Although the parliamentary proceedings of the countries in ParlaMint are carefully curated, spelling mistakes do occur on rare occasions. For example in the Dutch subcorpus, several names containing the ‘ö’ character are written with ‘oe’ instead, or vice versa, or the name ‘pechtol’ is reported as ‘pechtol’. This is amplified by a problem that is quite specific to spoken text and by extension parliamentary debates, best described as aliasing or the existence of name variants. The problem of aliasing occurs when actors are not mentioned with their full name, but for example only their surname, or a nickname. For example ‘Joe Biden’ might be referred to as ‘Mr. Biden’, which complicates the linking process, as not having the first name to work with significantly increases ambiguity.

In this research, we evaluate three existing Entity Linking systems, namely DBpedia-spotlight, WikiData and YAGO on the ParlaMint dataset, investigating the aforementioned problems.

Our research questions are as follows:

• How well do three existing Entity Linking systems (DBPedia, WikiData, YAGO) work on parliamentary actors, such as those present in ParlaMint? For this research question we extracted members of local parliaments from WikiData and extracted the unique Q-item identifiers to obtain gold standard data for individual countries, and provide a fair comparison across countries by having names without inflections and possible spelling errors. We evaluate the accuracy
of all three systems on the dataset and report the main differences between the three systems, while also focusing on the differences in performance of the linkers across languages. Hereby we extend on the works of Pillai et al. (2019) and Farber et al. (2015) by analysing the Entity Linking component of these three knowledge bases.

- **How much does lemmatization help with improving the performance on languages with a high number of inflections?** For languages such as Polish, Named Entities are inflected quite often, making the Entity Linking process more difficult. In this research question, we make use of the provided lemmas of the Entities in ParlaMint to investigate whether lemmatization can help improve the performance of Entity Linking systems, and when lemmatization is less effective.

- **How can the phenomenon of aliasing be countered?** One of the peculiarities of the ParlaMint dataset is the phenomenon of aliasing, where names are either abbreviated or nicknames are used. For example in the case of ‘Joe Biden’ and ‘President Biden’ or ‘Biden’. In this research question we investigate two simple methods of counteracting the phenomenon. The first method works by searching for variants of the name at various levels, for example in debates in the same week, or debates in the same month. The other method uses the speaker metadata present in the ParlaMint corpora to match entities with members of parliament and other speakers.

## 2. Related Work

Regarding the case of Entity Linking in multiple languages, there have been several papers that address this issue (De Cao et al., 2021) [Sil et al., 2018] [Botha et al., 2020] [McNamee et al., 2011] [Pappu et al., 2017]. Sil et al. (2018) introduce a neural method for performing entity linking in multiple languages. Their approach is to link entities from different languages to their corresponding entities in the English version of Wikipedia. To achieve this, they train a neural network that makes use of multilingual word embeddings to compare the contexts of entities and candidates, as well as using features such as the number of overlapping words. The model is trained on English entities, and tested on different languages to see how well this zero-shot setting works for the entity linking case. In their work they found that the model is able to achieve state-of-the-art performance on both the monolingual case and the multilingual case, given that multilingual embeddings are available for those countries.

De Cao et al. (2021) makes a clear distinction between the tasks of Cross Lingual Entity Linking (XEL) and Multilingual Entity Linking (MEL). In the case of Cross Lingual Entity Linking, candidates from different languages are all mapped to entities in a monolingual knowledge base. In the case of Multilingual Entity Linking, candidates from different languages are mapped into a multilingual knowledge base. In their paper they describe their MEL system, which consists of an auto-regressive seq2seq model for computing the context similarity between the entities in text and the candidate entities in the knowledge base.

Our work attempts to bypass the issues associated with language specific knowledge bases, by using the Q-items provided by WikiData as the means of verifying links from entities to the knowledge base. By using these items, entities in a specific language could be linked to the Q-ID of that item, even if the item is represented in another language. The problem of aliasing, or the usage of name variants and partial names for different types of entities has been studied previously. One study that addressed this problem is Gottipati and Jiang (2011), which attempts to tackle, among other things, the problem of name variants. This is done by query expansion, where both knowledge from the query itself and external knowledge are used to resolve entities. To resolve entities using local knowledge, other named entities in the same document as the query entity are checked to see whether they contain the query entity as a substring. If so, then this entity is added to the query as an alternative variant. The algorithm used in our paper is quite similar to the method for adding local knowledge used in [Gottipati and Jiang (2011)], with the exception that our method is not limited to one document, but rather includes multiple documents based on the time window.

There have been a multitude of papers that compare different knowledge bases on various aspects, such as consistency and timeliness of information. Farber et al. (2015) [Pillai et al., 2019]. Farber et al. (2015) compare several knowledge bases including WikiData, DB-Pedia and YAGO on a variety of aspects. These aspects include the number of languages included in the knowledge base, which domains are covered, the number of relations in the knowledge base and the whether or not correctness constrains are enforced in the knowledge base, among other criteria. They found that there are various differences between knowledge bases, mostly regarding the amount of information present for facts (such as a description or a source of the fact), but argue that the exact requirements needed for a knowledge base can vary depending on the specific task it is being used for.

## 3. Method

### 3.1. Q-Items

Q-Items or Q-IDs are the identifiers used in WikiData for identifying unique entities and concepts in the WikiData knowledge base². These identifiers are cross-
lingual, meaning that for example `Angela Merkel’ will have the same Q-ID, whether the entity is searched in the English or German WikiData. Besides entities, Q-IDs are also given to attributes or properties of entities. For example `Member of the European Parliament’, which has Q-ID Q27169. These Q-IDs thus allow for the comparison of entities in different languages and different knowledge bases, given that the knowledge base in question also reports Q Numbers. For both DBPedia and YAGO this is true at least up to a degree, and for entities that do not have this Q-ID, the Q-ID can often be discovered through a Wikipedia link present for the entity.

3.2. Systems

We evaluate three Knowledge Bases / Entity Linking systems: DBPedia, WikiData and YAGO. Below we describe them briefly.

3.2.1. DBPedia

The API from DBPedia spotlight \cite{Mendes} is used to detect and link entities in text to the DBPedia knowledge base. In the API the ‘candidates’ call is used to retrieve candidates for the entity, and the default parameters are used. To link entities from DBPedia with WikiData, we retrieve the Q-items from the entities in DBPedia using the \texttt{owl:sameAs} property. If the entity does not have a Q-item, we retrieve the link to the Wikipedia page and retrieve the Q-item through an API call to the WikiMedia API. DBPedia supports less languages than WikiData and YAGO, and the information of an entity is not always present in all languages. To ensure that the maximum performance by DBPedia is achieved, a fallback mechanism is implemented, where if an entity is not encountered in the local DBPedia version, an attempt to retrieve the English version is made. This significantly improved the scores of the model. Ideally, we would want to input entities into the system and bypass the entity recognition system, as we know the inputs are entities. Although DBPedia has this functionality, it is only available for English and works very poorly when applied to other languages. Therefore, the entity recognition component is used but a simple string matching filter is used to ensure no completely inaccurate guesses are made by the system due to language coverage issues.

3.2.2. WikiData

WikiData is a knowledge base created by the Wikipedia foundation, containing roughly 97 million entities in more than 300 languages.\footnote{\url{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Statistics}} For querying WikiData we use the SPARQL endpoint for the WikiData API, using the `EntitySearch’ feature and retrieve the Q-items for the returned entities. We only retrieve the first entity from a list of responses, and set the language for each of the queries, depending on the language of the entity.

3.2.3. YAGO

YAGO \cite{Suchanek:2007} is another knowledge base that builds on Wikidata, with the latest version, YAGO4, containing roughly 64 millions entities at the time of writing. YAGO stores facts in RDF format and uses logical constraints to increase the coherence of the knowledge base, for example by making sure entities can not be persons and places at the same time.\footnote{\url{https://yago-knowledge.org/getting-started}} For querying YAGO, a similar approach to the one used for WikiData is used, using the SPARQL endpoint of YAGO for querying, providing the language of entities depending on the language the entities are in.

3.3. Comparison

As the ParlaMint corpus is a very large corpus that consists of multiple languages and alphabets, annotating a large set of entities for entity linking is not very feasible. In order to obtain a proxy for the performance of the models on Parlamint, and evaluate their performance on different languages, a baseline test was performed on the names of local politicians from ten countries, extracted from WikiData using membership querying. (Query can be found in Appendix I). This method of obtaining gold standard for the entity linking process was chosen over manual annotation of ParlaMint entities, as it provides us with high quality Named Entity names that do not contain the noise discussed previously, such as aliasing. However, as the Named Entities used are all members of parliament in their respective countries, we feel that these entities provide an accurate representation of (part of) the ParlaMint corpus and therefore the results obtained for the samples of local politicians should provide a good proxy on the results of the entity linkers on the real ParlaMint data, albeit an ideal case.

For the comparison experiment, we collected 100 members of parliament from ten countries together with their Q-item through a membership query performed on WikiData. We then ran all three systems on the 100 members from parliament, and reported their accuracy for the countries respectively. For the politicians, only people that started in office from 01-01-2014 onward were selected, to be in line with the time period of the ParlaMint project.

This test was conducted to obtain scores of the systems in ‘ideal’ conditions, with correctly written full names and with minimal ambiguity. This allows us to later manually ‘distort’ these entities to investigate the effect of aliasing while maintaining gold standard links. It also provides us with a means of comparing the performance of the entity linking systems across different languages, allowing us to analyse whether the performance differs between different languages or language families.
3.4. Lemmatization

In order to study the effect of lemmatization on the performance of the three systems, we measure the amount of inflection for all entity types by comparing how many times the original string is equal to the lemma, to get in indication of the amount of inflection for different countries. To gain a more detailed understanding, we selected twenty frequent entities such as Angela Merkel and Donald Trump from the ParlaMint corpus and selected inflections by finding entities that contain these entities as substring. Thus for each entity we obtain a list of variants of that name. For each of these variants, we run WikiData, as this was the best performing model in the comparison, and calculate the overall precision by weighting the scores of each variant by the amount of times they occur, to get a more realistic indication of the effect of lemmatization when applied to individual entities.

3.5. Aliasing

Because entities are often unambiguous within a local context, aliasing can occur, following Grice’s Maxim of quantity. That is, given a situation in which an entity is known to the participants in for example a debate, referencing this person by surname provides the appropriate amount of information to successfully disambiguate that person in that context, without the superfluous addition of the first name when this is not required. However, when attempting to link individual terms, this phenomenon becomes problematic, as it increases the ambiguity of an entity.

To study the effect of aliasing on the performance of the three models, we set up an experiment where we only use surnames for the entity linking process. We use the local politicians collected for the ‘ideal’ scenario here, as these can be easily changed and we can readily generate the gold standard for them. We decided to limit the experiment to five countries, namely The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Poland and the United Kingdom. For each of these countries, we select 10 entities and remove their first names. For example ‘Margaret Thatcher’ becomes ‘Thatcher’. We then evaluate the performance of the three models on these lists of surnames and report the scores.

3.5.1. Temporal De-Aliasing Algorithm

The method used in this paper is similar to the method used in [Gottipati and Jiang (2011)]. We start with an entity $E$ and a list of discovered variants $V$. At the start, this record only contains $E$ itself, $V = \{E\}$. Now we find all other Named Entities in the document with the same type as $E$, and if they contain $E$ as a substring, they are added to $V$. To maximise the number of discovered variants, we also introduce a temporal parameter in the algorithm, which determines how many debates ‘around’ the mention of the entity we consider for discovering variants. After this procedure, we obtain the variant $v^*$ from $V$ that occurred the most in the considered documents (excluding $E$ itself). This entity $v^*$ is then used as the query to the knowledge base.

3.5.2. Restricting Considered Entities

Apart from the temporal based approach, we also experiment with the usage of the metadata available for the ParlaMint corpora. In this version we make use of the lists of members of parliament available for a specific country. For a named entity found in the text, we compare it to the database of parliamentary members of that country using a simple cosine similarity score between character n-grams of the surnames of the target entity and the knowledge base. We use character two and three grams for encoding the entities into vectors. As some entities might not be present in the metadata of that particular country (such as ministers from different countries) we also consider ministers from other countries if no compatible match is found within the metadata of the country itself. If no entity has a high enough similarity threshold, we report it as a NIL entity. Because the performance of this method partly relies on the entities selected for the linking (i.e. only selecting local entities will prevent the step of using metadata from different countries to have an effect), we take a balanced sample of local politicians and entities referenced in multiple countries (the ‘international entities’), instead of using the names from local politicians from the WikiData membership query. For both categories, we select ten entities at random.

3.6. Code

Our code is available at https://github.com/RubenvanHeusden/LRECMultilingualEntityLinkingCode

4. Results

In this section the results to the experiments posed in Section 3 are presented in the order that they are discussed above.

4.1. Comparison

Table 1 shows the results of running DBPedia, WikiData and YAGO on the automatically retrieved local politicians. One thing that can be noticed immediately is the high performance of the WikiData system on the task. One obvious reason for this is the fact that the entities were extracted from the WikiData knowledge base, and therefore the system is more likely to get the entities correct. However, some mistakes are still made by the WikiData system. Further inspection of the results showed that this was almost entirely due to ambiguous names, which caused WikiData to link with incorrect entities, for example ‘James Morris’ being linked to a researcher instead of a politician for the United Kingdom, or ‘Sophie Hermans’ being linked to a researcher instead of the correct politician for the Netherlands.

For DBPedia, the scores are on par with WikiData for a few countries such as NL and FR, but fall behind for
Table 1: Accuracy of DBPedia, WikiData and YAGO on 100 local politicians from 8 countries. (* signifies that the model either did not support the language, or the language was not properly recognized. These countries were also not considered for the mean of the system performance).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>DBPedia</th>
<th>WikiData</th>
<th>YAGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>0.31*</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>0.67*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

most other countries. There are several reasons for this lower performance, the main reason being the inability of the system to recognize entities. If an entity is not recognized or only partially recognized, a correct link cannot be made. To eliminate the effect of mistakes in the recognition of DBPedia, we have also used the ‘search’ API. However, this API is only available in English, and although it can sometimes link entities in other languages, this is by no means guaranteed. Furthermore, although Czech and Italian are reportedly supported by DBPedia, the API was not able to retrieve resources in those languages. For YAGO the main problem is also that the system does not recognize the entity present, and thus returning a NIL result.

![Venn diagram showing the overlap between the mistakes of the 3 systems (excluding IT, IS and CZ).](image)

Figure 1 shows the distribution of errors between the three systems. The first observation that can be made is that there are only a few instances in which WikiData makes a mistake that the other two systems did not make. However, we do see that in the cases of both DBPedia and YAGO, the system makes mistakes that the others two systems do not make, more often. DBPedia and YAGO also overlap on a large number of cases, showing that these systems are quite similar not only in scores (as seen in Table 1) but also in the type of mistakes they make. The overlap between all three systems shows that when WikiData makes a mistake, the other two systems almost always also make that mistake. In the majority of cases where all three systems made the same mistake, this concerned the miss classification of an entity, rather than the system outputting a NIL prediction.

If we compare the performances of the systems across different languages, we can see that WikiData is quite stable across different languages, with English being the worst performing language. This can be partially explained by the fact that English is the most prevalent language on WikiPedia, and thus more cases of ambiguity arise than for other languages, a hypothesis supported by the types of mistakes made by WikiData. For DBPedia and YAGO there is a bit more variance across languages, with YAGO scoring relatively low on NL and DE, as well as on TR. DBPedia scores higher on NL, but also scores relatively low on DE and TR, suggesting a gap in the coverage of entities in those languages for the two systems. However, these results are on ideal cases in which the name is in canonical form, and the full name is used. It does give as an indication of the relative performances of the systems on the languages in ParlaMint. Next we will investigate what happens when these ideal conditions are not met, in the cases of the presence of inflections name variants.

4.2. Lemmatization

In this section, the results of lemmatization are presented, with several examples being given, and a detailed analysis of lemmatization being made for the PER entities of seven countries. In Table 2 several examples of the names of people being inflected are shown. Inspection of the lemmas found that among the countries that inflect words most often are Polish, Czech and Latvian. With for example Dutch and English having virtually no inflections, something that is in line with the intuition about the morphologies of these languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Inflections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angela Merkel</td>
<td>Angeli Merkel Merkelova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Tusk</td>
<td>Donaldem Tukiem Tuky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donaldzie Tuku Tuskow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donaldow Tuskowi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Examples of inflections of popular entities in different languages in the Polish language.
As can be seen from Table 3, the amount of lemmatization varies greatly from country to country, as well as from type to type. Especially the MISC entity type is often changed after lemmatization. This is not unexpected, as the MISC entity type can contain a great variety of entities, and thus these might be lemmatized more often.

Surprisingly, organisations also get lemmatized frequently. Examples of this include ‘Partij voor de Dieren’ being lemmatized to ‘Partij voor de Dier’ in The Netherlands, and ‘east midlands trains’ being lemmatized to ‘east midlands train’ in the United Kingdom, removing the plural ‘s’. This suggests using the lemmatized version of organisations might actually be harmful to the performance of entity linking models on those entities. Investigating the PER entity type it can be seen that countries such as Latvia, Turkey and Iceland have entities that are lemmatized often, and thus we expected these countries to benefit most from using lemmas for entity linking.

In Table 4, the results of lemmatization are shown on the names of twenty international PER entities for seven countries when linked using WikiData. It can be seen that for PL, CZ, HR and IS, the lemmatization has a clear positive effect on the scores of the EL system, showing that for these languages lemmatization is beneficial. For NL and BG however, the usage of lemmatization has a negative effect on performance, especially for BG. This is most likely due to the fact that these languages do not inflect words often, and thus lemmatization might ‘correct’ entities that do not need to be corrected. An example of this for NL would be the lemmatization of ‘Edith Schippers’ into ‘Edith Schipper’, where a correct entity is lemmatized into an incorrect one.

To conclude this research question, the usage of lemmatization has a significant positive impact on several languages with a large number of inflections, such as PL, CZ and HR. For languages with a low number of inflections, such as BG and NL, the lemmatization has no effect, and for BG, the performance is actually severely hampered by the unnecessary use of lemmatization.

### 4.3. Aliasing

When evaluating the systems on the manually aliased names, it was found that all three systems failed to recognize persons only mentioned by their surname, achieving a score of zero for all tested countries. However, it is important to mention that in the case of DBpedia, the system does not return any entity, while in the case of WikiData and YAGO, the systems often returned a ‘family name’ entity for the surname or a reference to a disambiguation page.

In Table 2 the results of applying the time-based de-aliasing algorithm with various settings for the temporal granularity are shown. The y-axis represents the number of retrieved entities ranked by time span. Figure 2 shows the results of applying the aliasing algorithm with various time spans for six countries (the time span is from both sides, so ‘1 month’ means 1 month earlier and 1 month later).

In Table 4 the results of applying the time-based de-aliasing algorithm with various settings for the temporal granularity are shown. The y-axis represents the percentage of entities recognized.
total number of entities that was correctly resolved, out of a maximum of ten entities. For most countries, the amount of correctly de-aliased mentions increases as the time span parameter is increased with the exception of Poland, for which the number of resolved entities remains the same. The drops in the number of resolved entities can be explained by the fact that over a certain time period, for ambiguous entities, another incorrect variant might be more popular than the correct variant, causes a drop that is later resolved as the time span is increased. This will largely depend on the chosen entity, as less ambiguous names will not have this problem to the same extent.

4.3.1. Constricted Entity Disambiguation

Below are the results of applying the disambiguation method that only considers entity present in the speaker metadata of the specific country, or the speaker metadata of the other countries. As can be seen from Table 5, the performance of a simple EL system using string similarity performs relatively poor when considering only local entities. This is not surprising, as the samples are a mix of local and international figures. However, for some countries the scores for using only local politicians are also low for the local politicians group. This is the case in Belgium, where it was found that most entities from the sample were in fact not parliamentary actors. In the case of using speaker metadata from multiple parliaments, the performance of the simple model on all countries is increased, suggesting this approach definitely has some merit over the approach only using local entities.

To conclude this research question, we found that the simple time based de-aliasing method we used is already quite effective for some cases in the de-aliasing of names, although the limitations of the method are also clear. This does provide us with some insights into the problem of aliasing, and possibilities for future work on more complicated methods. One interesting possibility could be to extend the idea of the constricted entity linking method, and incorporate the usage of the linked metadata present in some of the corpora, with links to Wikipedia, Twitter or other external sources. These sources can then be used to provide more context surrounding the entity, to provide a model with more information in the case of ambiguous entities, a method often used within the field of Entity Linking.

5. Discussion & Future Work

In future work, the approaches used for alleviating the effects of aliasing could be refined, by for example using context from debates for the surnames and using methods such as BERT other Transformer based models to score entities. For the analysis of the lemmatization effects, the lemmatizers that each country employed themselves were used. Without detailed knowledge of the language and the software used, there is no way of assessing the quality of these lemmatizers. This might cause differing results for the lemmatization of certain countries. Although this work only deals with the PER entities present in the ParlaMint corpus, it can also be extended to the other entity types present in the corpus. The problems of lemmatization and aliasing also exist for these entity types, albeit in slightly different forms and severities. For organization names, aliasing will most likely take the form of abbreviations of names, which could be resolved through the usage of local context, possibly combined with a list of abbreviations for large organisations. In the case of locations, the main challenge in linking the entities (apart from lemmatization) is the ambiguity arising from different locations having the same name. This could possibly be resolved by only considering locations within the country of the parliamentary debate, or giving higher weights to locations within that country.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the performance of three entity linking systems on data from the ParlaMint corpus, and we found that the WikiData system performed the best overall for the local politicians, although all systems performed relatively well. Through investigation of the ParlaMint dataset, we found that for certain languages, entities are often inflected or entities are referred to by aliases. These phenomena create noise in the dataset, and are problematic for creating entity links for all entities in ParlaMint. We investigated the effect of lemmatization on the entities in the dataset by using the automatically generated lemmas of the entities and comparing the performance of WikiData on entities before and after lemmatization. We found that for PL, CZ and HR, lemmatization had a big effect, while in particular for BG and NL the effects were negligible or it actually hampered performance, in the case of BG. Thus for some languages, lemmatization can have a profound positive effect on the performance of entity linking systems, although one must be careful in choosing which languages to use it for, as to not harm the performance of the model by lemmatizing unnecessarily. Finally, we investigated the effect of aliasing on the ability of models to properly link entities, by manually aliasing ten ground truth politicians for
five languages. We found that it severely inhibited the models from finding the correct entities. Through the usage of a simple heuristic using corpus statistics and term occurrence in files, a significant portion of names could be resolved, although the simplicity of the heuristic also introduces errors concerning ambiguity, leaving an interesting opportunity for future work.
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SPARQL query to retrieve local politicians

```sparql
WHERE
{
OPTIONAL { ?statement pq:P2937 ?term }
OPTIONAL { ?statement pq:P582 ?end }
OPTIONAL { ?statement pq:P768 ?district }
OPTIONAL { ?statement pq:P4100 ?group }
FILTER( !BOUND(?end) OR ?end > NOW())
& ( ?start > "2014-01-01T00:00:00+00:00"^^xsd:dateTime )
SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language "[AUTO_LANGUAGE],en". }
}
ORDER BY ?start ?end
```

Listing 1: Example of Named Entity XML tag

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trump</th>
<th>Macron</th>
<th>Salvini</th>
<th>Putin</th>
<th>Kennedy</th>
<th>Berlusconi</th>
<th>Merkel</th>
<th>Juncker</th>
<th>Cameron</th>
<th>Obama</th>
<th>Blair</th>
<th>Thatcher</th>
<th>Stalin</th>
<th>Barnier</th>
<th>Hitler</th>
<th>Johnson</th>
<th>Hitler</th>
<th>Tusk</th>
<th>Churchill</th>
<th>Timmermans</th>
<th>Hollande</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 6: Entities used for the lemmatization Research Question